British Village
There is a nice old British street when you walk in the gate. With the melody of bagpipe and tradition attire makes you feel just like in Great Britain. There are steam locomotive museum, 15 inch gauge railway, antique toy museum and British miscellaneous goods shops.

Canadian Village
Canadian Village
Canada: the country full of forests and greenery. It's made modeled after Nelson city which is a sister city in Shuzenji. The shutter chance for which the scene by which the Romney Railway crosses the Kootnay Bridge. The photo spot is in front of the National Hall (Kaleidoscope Museum).

Izu Village
It is a slope covered by stones that takes advantage of the natural topography, and it is a highway that is likely to appear in historical play. A variety of shops stand in the Izu Village, where the crowds of people gather. We recommend you to take a break in Izu village after a long walk.

Japanese Garden
Japanese Garden is a place full of tradition Japanese atmosphere and rich nature. The garden is filled with trees and flowers as well as making the most use of the climate and topography of Shuzenji. It is also a place where you can calm you mind by seeing the color of the sky changing slowly and the different faces of Japan in four seasons.

Craftsman Village
The village is surrounded with the tradition Japanese art craft atmosphere and nostalgic feelings. Variety kinds of tradition art craft are displayed in the village. How about touch and experience the art crafts by making one of your own? Mt. Fuji observation deck is the best spot for you to see the beautiful mountains and the magnificent Mt. Fuji. Visibility might be affected by the weather.

Romney Bus and Railway
The Romney Railway, which connects the British village and Canada Village, is modeled after the Romney Hythe and Dymchurch Railway in England. There are also a classic British bus that takes you from the British Village to Japanese Garden by passing the Canada Village and Craftsman Village.

NIJINO SATO

<Opening Hours>
April~September/ 9:00am~5:00pm
October~March/ 9:00am~4:00pm
Early December~February/ 10:00am~4:00pm

<Admission>
Adult (ages 13 and over): 1200yen / Child (ages 4~12): 600yen
The prices include consumption tax. Groups more than 15 people can get reduced rates. People who stay in the contracted hotels in Izu city can get reduced rates.

<Fare One way>
Romney Railway
Adult (13 and older): 400yen / Child (4~12 years old): 200yen

Romney Bus
Adult (13 and older): 200~400yen / Child (4~12 years old): 100~200yen
Romney Railway made in the United Kingdom is a full-size railway has 15-inch [381mm] gauge. And it is a lively railway who model on Romney Hythe and Dymchurch Railway in the United Kingdom.

<Closed day>
Every Tuesday, mid-December and mid-January
However, we change them depend on the season. We open national holidays.
- Our closed days are subject to change without notice. Please check our website.
- No pets can be admitted. However, only dogs can be admitted from December 1 to April 20.
- Guide dogs and service dogs are admitted.

Getting to Nijinoseko

By train
From JR Mishima station by shichihamenetsudou line
Mishima ~ Shuzenji (about 30 min.)
From Shuzenji station by Tokai bus
Shuzenji station ~ Nijinoseko (about 20 min.)

By car
By Tomei Expressway and Izu-Jukan Expressway
Numazu IC ~ Nijinoseko (about 30 min.)
By Shin-Tomei Expressway and Izu-Jukan Expressway
Nagahigashi-Numazu IC ~ Nijinoseko (about 30 min.)

虹の郷
4279-3 Shuzenji, Izu-shi, Shizuoka-ken 410-2416 Japan
TEL.0558-72-7111
FAX.0558-72-7872
https://www.nijinoseko.com
email:hananokuni@nijinoseko.com
- The information are subject to change without notice.
Operation: SHIDAX Daishinbo Human Service Co., Ltd.